3
We can approximate the probability of appearance of a single random byte string S 4 (the signature) of length "l" inside a longer random byte string F (the file) of length 5 "L". The simplest approximation to this probability can be calculated using Eq.5.
For files of L = 1 GB this probability drops below 1E − 06 for signatures as short as 7 l = 7 bytes in length (our signatures are always longer). However, this approach can 8 underestimate the probability of random appearance of some strings, because the 9 assumptions of randomness in signatures and files are both incorrect. In case of files 10 with high compression rates,we might assume randomness, but that can be misleading
11
because not every segment of the file is compressed. As a trivial example, the 12 probability of appearance of specific strings (e.g., '0000') in a generic file format is far
13
higher from the the theoretical. That is the reason why additional empirical validation 14 has been conducted.
15
For each format and tool we have obtained a signature for, we examined a large 16 number of files obtained from various sources in which we did not expect any 17 steganographic contents. This is to determine whether the proposed signatures are likely 18 to occur naturally inside cover files. Table 20 shows the signatures used in these tests. Table 21 shows the results of these tests. 
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